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About
Since 1995, community and
collaboration have been at the heart of
our culture. Born as a studio, Spring
has evolved into a co-working space, an
integrated creative agency with endto-end production, state-of-the-artstudios, a home to prestigious events, and
community for creative leaders.
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Located in
New York’s
TriBeca
Neighborhood
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6 St Johns Lane, New York, NY 10013
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A Global Network
Offices can be found in New York,
London, and Milan with upcoming
plans to expand to Los Angeles.
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Travel & Accommodations
Within walking distance of a range
of boutique and luxury hotels. It is
accessible through public and private
entrances on Varick Street and Saint
Johns Lane and is within 5 minutes of
the A, C, E, 1, 2, and 5 lines.
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The Neighborhood
Tribeca location is well-known for its
exciting dining and nightlife. With its
proximity to West Village, SoHo and
the Financial District, Spring is close
by a variety of boutique shopping,
dining, and entertainment options.
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Spring Agency for
your creative needs

Spring Place for a
collaborative workspace
and membership club

Strategy
Consumer insights, brand positioning,
communications planning and cultural
& digital trend analysis.

Workspace
There are a variety of spaces for work
includng private meeting rooms, executive suites, cabinet rooms, conference
rooms, and a board room. The space
provides access to phones, printing and
scanning facilities, high-res monitors,
video conferencing facilities and projector systems. There is also access to
private storage and a resource library.

Branding
Logo Design, typeface creation, brand
voice, packaging & brand guidelines.
Digital
Web design, interactive engagements,
social campaigns, mobile experiences.
Activation
Brand activation, experiential events
and consumer engagement.
Commerce
Site UX, design and development, production and analytics, in-store design,
packaging and events.
Campaign
360 campaign creation, toolkit creation,
digital activations, brand films, experiential & event design.
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Services
Administrative support, Concierge,
wCourier and notary services, Catering
services, On-site IT support, Personal
and production assistants are available
upon request
Social Club
The club provides an all day restaurant,
bar and lounge. As well as a private dining rooms, a sunken living room and a
music room. Members are also apart of
an annual calendar of diverse cultural
program.
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Production for your
next campaign

Shoot
Inspired by storytelling and new technology, our production department
produces TV commercials, print campaigns, brand films, fashion shows and
e-commerce shoots that engage audiences across TV, print, online, mobile
and instore.

Adaptable Event Space
Beautifully engineered, adaptable sundrenched studios suited to high end clientele and large-scale productions.

Post
Our moving image post-production
facilities include edit suites, Baselight,
Flame and CGI, all supported by a dedicated in house team of editors, colourists, VFX artists and retouchers

Facility Services
Full-service facility includes support
staff for everything from janitorial to valet to security.

Casting
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Event venue for your
big showcases

Venue Production
State of the art technical production
with AV vendor partners.

Gourmet Catering
Award-winning chef inspired creations
of farm-to-table ingredients.
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Catering for a
unique culinary
experience

Chef Fabio
Chef Fabio Bano trained with Italy’s elite
chefs in Michelin Star rated restaurants
before running Giorgio Armani’s
flagship restaurant in New York. He
serves as Executive Chef of Spring
Place.
Farm to Table Program
Spring’s culinary program emphasizes
Chef Fabio Bano’s Italian influences
as well as his farm-to-table heritage,
bringing the freshest ingredients to
contemporary world cuisine with a
classic European sensibility.
2018 Catering
Starting 2018, Spring will provide
catering, craft and beverage service for
all productions. Our menu has a tiered
offering to accommodate all size of
productions.
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Accessible in-house
shoots equipment

In-House Equipment
A thoughtful in-house equipment room
has been curated for quick grab items
that are easily accessible. Spring also
offers a robust inventory for facilitating
easy transitions during creative and
lighting changes.
Equipment Department
The knowledgeable and practically
trained staff help answer technical and
logistical questions throughout preproduction and during shoots.
Locations Equipment
In addition to productions at 6 St Johns
Lane, Spring can assist in equipment
orders for off-site locations through out
New York City.
Equipment Policy
Spring provides grip, lighting, electric
and production supply rentals for all
productions. Clients are welcome to
bring in personally owned as well as
rented camera and digital equipment
packages.
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Client Services
Rentals
Spring acts as the perfect canvas for any
scope of work. With lighting, technical
and production expertise, productions
at Spring exceed expectations.
High Speed Connectivity
Dual internet providers supply a fiber
gig circuit and broadband connection
for continuous connectivity.
Accessible Wifi
High-end access points provide
wifi coverage that can handle 1000+
connections each.
Security
Security personel and equipment are
available upon request along with our
security guards and guardrails.
Janitorial
Spring provides customary in-house
cleaning services with all event rentals
to make sure your event is spotless start
to finish.
Valet
To ensure a smooth flow of arrivals
and departures Spring will manage all
logistics of traffic and parking.
VIP Styling Services
Spring is connected with premiere hair
and make-up stylists for on-demand
service on set in addition to styling
assistant for VIPs and executives.
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Furniture for
off set leisure

Collection
The common areas of the building and
greenrooms within the studio spaces
have been outfitted with a collection of
furniture to provide a comfortable and
tasteful space away from set.
Curation
London based contemporary art and
design curator, Andree Cooke, collaborated with Spring to outfit the New York
spaces with european, brazilian and
american midcentury designs.
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